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FOR SOME LIBRARIES IN THE U.S. AND ABROAD, FUNDING CUTS ARE A very current reality. Especially today when financial uncertainties caused by the COVID-19 pandemic have caused budget shortfalls in communities all over the world.

According to the Washington Post, “More than 2,100 U.S. cities are anticipating major budget shortfalls this year, and many are planning to slash programs and cut staff in response . . . illustrating the widespread financial havoc threatened by the coronavirus pandemic.”1 Universities are facing a similar challenge. A second Post article references a “financial crisis seizing all levels of higher education,” causing impacts such as salary cuts, furloughs, and departmental reductions.2

Even before COVID-19 became an international crisis, threats to library funding were not uncommon. In early 2020, the White House proposed to eliminate the Institute of Museum and Library Services (IMLS) for the fourth year in a row. According to a statement from the American Library Association, “The administration’s new budget not only brushes aside IMLS, it decreases funding for other library-eligible education programs.”3 Also in early 2020, libraries were seeing reductions in funding from local sources. For example, in Maine, the New Gloucester Public Library faced a potential loss of 28 percent of its operating funding from the Town of New Gloucester in fiscal year 2021.4 In Pennsylvania, the Memorial Library of Nazareth and Vicinity was cutting staff and programs due to cuts in funding from participating municipalities.5

While the events described above are recent, cuts to library funding are nothing new. In 2010, I was the director of marketing and communications for Charlotte Mecklenburg Library when our primary funder, Mecklenburg County, proposed a 50 percent cut to library funding. The county was facing a revenue shortfall due to the 2008 recession, but the proposed cut to the library was far deeper than nearly every other county-funded service. The reason? County officials
didn’t understand what the library did for the community. They thought the library was popular, but not as essential as other services.

One of the main reasons that libraries face funding threats is a lack of understanding among decision-makers about the vital importance of libraries. The question of library relevance, fed by an overall lack of knowledge of what libraries do, is deep and pervasive. These sobering headlines about library funding cuts underscore the fact that not all libraries have succeeded in telling their stories and communicating relevance in a way that ensures their sustainability.

In the years after my library’s budget was cut, we shifted to a more strategic approach to telling our story. My colleagues and I used public relations strategies to rebuild our reputation, storytelling strategies to communicate our impact, and marketing strategies to grow our customer base and increase engagement. The lessons learned in 2010, and the ensuing focus on strategic marketing and communications, contributed to a resurgence in funding and status for Charlotte Mecklenburg Library that continues to this day.

It is more critical today than ever before that libraries embrace strategic marketing and communications strategies to raise awareness and answer questions about relevance. This book is designed to help libraries do just that.

NOTES


I’VE WORKED IN LIBRARIES FOR FIFTEEN YEARS, AND ONE THING MOST library professionals would agree on is this: *Our community doesn’t know nearly enough about the great services and programs we offer.* Libraries know this is a problem, but they often don’t agree on what the solution is.

This puts the staff who perform library marketing and communications duties in a difficult situation, as they have to respond to internal suggestions on how to tackle this issue while balancing their own ideas on how to solve the problem. They are often doing so with little to no resources, working in environments where printed collateral is often seen as the primary tool for communicating what they offer. These challenges are compounded by the fact that many libraries are reluctant to embrace contemporary digital marketing strategies.

The first time these observations hit home for me was at a marketing and communications meetup at ALA Annual in Chicago in 2013. There were probably twenty-five to thirty people at this gathering in the special collections room at the Chicago Public Library. After brief introductions, we started going from person to person and talking about the challenges we all faced in our jobs. The more people who spoke, the more it occurred to me that many of our challenges were universal, and universally frustrating. Not only did it feel like group therapy, it pointed to a larger problem, which was that the marketing and communications professionals at libraries often felt thwarted or limited by a lack of understanding and support among library staff and leadership.

For example, staffing size varied wildly from library to library, and didn’t seem to correlate to the size of the organization, its customer base, or its budget. Libraries of comparable size could have as few as two or as many as ten staff members dedicated to marketing and communications; and their job duties varied widely. Some libraries had multiple staff positions dedicated to designing and printing flyers and brochures, while others were mostly focused on media relations. Some
had completely separated public relations and marketing; others had combined them, and still others included web services in the mix. All in all, only a handful of the marketing and communications leaders in that room felt confident with the level of staffing and support they received. The overwhelming majority felt undervalued, stuck in “reaction” mode, and not heard by their coworkers or leadership.

What I realized from that first meeting was that some days, managing marketing and communications for a library can be a very frustrating and stressful exercise—even for the most talented, dedicated, and hardworking professionals. This was my first real “aha” moment. If I was feeling this way, and so were my colleagues from across the country, from libraries large and small, there must be a larger, more systemic issue. Not only did I feel good knowing I was not alone, but a spark was lit inside of me to understand why this was, and to try to fix it.

But before I could do that, I needed to understand the sources of the frustration. So I listened: in that meeting, and at every meeting I attended after that where library professionals were gathered. After many years of asking and listening, first as a library marketing and communications professional and then as a consultant, here are the primary challenges I identified.

- The science and strategies behind the professions of marketing and public relations are not well understood, especially in the world of libraries.
- A lack of respect for the professions of marketing and public relations has led to a lack of support. Many library professionals have a perception that these jobs are fun, creative, and easy. In fact, anyone could do them. This causes the people working in library marketing and communications roles to feel undervalued and demoralized.
- There is a disproportionate effort directed at promoting programs and events, leaving little time or budget left to market collections, services, online resources, and facilities.
- A deep love of print has led to an over-reliance on print collateral to promote library services, collections, and programs. This translates into an overabundance of flyers, posters, promotional bookmarks, and signs—all of which require time and effort, and all of which are based on strategies from a century ago.

This was the first of many such gatherings I would attend over the years, and
even as time passed, the themes and sentiments remained alarmingly similar. The approach to marketing and communications didn’t seem to be getting any better. Meanwhile, I would participate in industry events where I became increasingly outspoken about best practices in library marketing and communications. When I spoke, heads would nod; but after the event, people would come up to me and say, “I agree with everything you’re saying, but I can’t do that at my library.” “Why?” I would ask. Their answer invariably boiled down to lack of staffing, budget, time, and support within their organization.

At the same time, my peers began coming to me and saying, “My boss wants me to do what you’re doing at Charlotte Mecklenburg Library.” So we began sharing our processes and methodologies. One library paid to send their new marketing and communications director to Charlotte to shadow me and my department for three days. After that, we hosted a summit of forty library marketing and communications professionals from across the country. But even with all the sharing and success stories—not just from my library, but others across the country—they would go back to their libraries and find themselves unable to implement the strategies. That was when I realized that maybe I was speaking to the wrong audience.

In my experience working in the library industry for fifteen years and getting to know senior leaders as well as marketing and communications leaders, one thing has become clear. Library marketing and communications professionals cannot be effective unless their leadership views their function as strategic, mission-critical, and worthy of investment.

That is why the intended audience for this book includes directors and senior management at public, academic, and special libraries in addition to marketing and communications professionals. The main reason that I am speaking to directors and senior management is the serious threat all libraries are facing: relevance. By relevance, I mean the perception that libraries are no longer relevant or needed in our current era. I will delve deeper into this perception throughout this book, referring to it as the relevance question.

This is an uncomfortable topic for many library professionals, so they tend to avoid it. But that is shortsighted. If libraries don’t face the relevance question, if they refuse to put in place strategies to grow usership, if they remain too humble to tell the story of what they do, they will continue to shrink in importance. This is not an outcome any of us want, but it is staring us in the face.

If that seems an overstatement, consider this: I have spoken at many library
conferences, with audiences ranging from forty to four hundred, and I usually start my talks by asking about the “Google question.” I ask the audience, “How many of you have been at a social gathering, told someone you worked for a library, and got this question: ‘Oh, you work at a library? How are libraries doing now that everyone can find what they need on Google or on a Kindle?’” Without fail, most of the hands in the audience go up.

I personally get this question all the time. Try explaining that you’re a consultant who works with libraries. “Libraries need consultants? Why?” For the exact reason that they asked the Google question. Because many people don’t know what libraries do or why they are relevant. Many people know what libraries used to do—they remember stacks of books, storytimes, and card catalogs. But they don’t know what libraries do today.

They don’t know about workforce development training, or makerspaces, or digital literacy, or how public libraries help combat the summer slide with summer reading programs. They don’t know because we don’t tell them. Or if we do, we don’t tell them enough, or we don’t tell the right audience, or we tell them in a format that doesn’t have an impact.

According to OCLC, “Awareness of library offerings and value continues to be a challenge—perhaps one that is only growing as people are more distracted and diverted into a fragmented communications environment. The Pew Research Center has consistently found in their household surveys that many Americans, including library users, are still unaware of the breadth of resources offered by the public library.”¹ This lack of awareness contributes to the relevance issue, and is a problem that is worsening, not getting better.

It felt like libraries experienced a brief reprieve in January 2020, when Gallup released a new report that said, “Visiting the library remains the most common cultural activity Americans engage in, by far. The average 10.5 trips to the library U.S. adults report taking in 2019 exceeds their participation in eight other common leisure activities.”² This was great news, and very validating to the professionals who work to bring library services to their communities. After this came out, I saw many library colleagues celebrating the good news and congratulating each other on social media.

Did this mean that the question of library relevance was finally answered? Sadly, no. A few days later, I was at a doctor’s appointment, and a nurse asked me what I did for a living. When I told her that I work with libraries, her face adopted a wistful expression.
“Libraries,” she said. “Those are a dying breed, aren’t they?”

It’s great that Gallup has found that libraries are still used frequently. Ten and a half visits a year is great, but that doesn’t mean those visitors fully understand all the things their libraries offer, or how critical libraries are to the communities they serve. If they did, we wouldn’t see library funding repeatedly threatened. The relevance problem persists.

If libraries don’t begin to see relevance as the biggest threat facing them, we will continue to see funding threats, shrinking usership, outdated perceptions, and other negative impacts. But if libraries do embrace this challenge, we can see the exact opposite: increased funding, growing usership, and a new respect for the vital role of libraries in today’s society. Which story do you want to tell?

Many of the strategies recommended in this book will require a change in mindset from traditional library practices. They will require actions and decisions regarding personnel, budgets, and operations. Because relevance is such a pressing issue, we need senior-level management to see the need for better marketing and communications. Only by telling the story of libraries in a compelling and meaningful way, to the right audience at the right time and place, will we see increased perceptions of relevance for libraries. And unfortunately, the marketing and communications leaders at most libraries do not have the power or authority to advocate for these changes on their own.

NOTES


Public Relations, Marketing, and Promotion

IN THE WORLD OF LIBRARY MARKETING AND COMMUNICATIONS, THE terms public relations, marketing, and promotion are often used interchangeably. In fact, they are very different functions serving very different needs, although they often must work in harmony.

You can find many different definitions, but I prefer the definitions used in the Study Guide for the Examination for Accreditation in Public Relations: A Preparation Tool for Candidates provided by the Public Relations Society of America.

Public Relations: “The management function that establishes and maintains mutually beneficial relationships between an organization and the publics on whom its success or failure depends.”

Marketing: “The management function that identifies human needs and wants, offers products and services to satisfy those demands, and causes transactions that deliver products and services in exchange for something of value to the provider. Targets customers.”

Promotion: “Activities designed to win publicity or attention, especially the staging of special events to generate media coverage. Promotional activities are designed to create and stimulate interest in a person, product, organization or cause.”

Generally, when I hear people who work in libraries using the terms marketing or public relations, they really mean promotion. And that is where I think a lot...
of libraries are stuck. While the strategies used in promotion are good and can certainly contribute to good marketing and public relations, they are only half of the equation. True marketing and public relations are management functions, strategic functions. They require adherence and attention to the big picture. They need to be aligned with the organization’s big-picture goals and bottom line.

Here are two more functions that often get mistaken for public relations, as defined by the Study Guide.

**Media Relations:** Mutually beneficial associations between publicists or public relations professionals and journalists as a condition for reaching publics with messages of news or features of interest (publicity).

**Press Agentry:** Creating newsworthy stories and events to attract media attention and gain public notice.

Both of these activities can be very valuable when used as part of a larger public relations strategy. But when performed alone, without a larger strategy, they are tactical functions that may not deliver long-lasting or impactful results.

**Marketing and Communications as a Management Function**

I want to emphasize something stated in the first two definitions, which is that public relations and marketing are both defined as *management functions*. This is in direct contrast to what I often see at libraries, which is these functions operating as *tactical functions*—in other words, designing and approving flyers, writing press releases, making posters, and so on rather than sitting at the management table when important decisions are being made.

To truly be effective at marketing and communications, libraries need to come into the twenty-first century and begin treating their marketing and communications functions as management functions. The book *Effective Public Relations*, in its ninth edition, states, “Proximity and access are important factors influencing the role of public relations in management decision making.” The book quotes a former gas and electric company CEO as saying, “The only way CEOs can get what they need from their public relations advisers is to have them at the table when the policies, strategies, and programs are being hammered out.”

When I read *Effective Public Relations* in preparation for my Accreditation in Public Relations from the Public Relations Society of America, I took note of the fact that the book treats public relations and marketing as very separate and
distinct functions. In many cases, the organizations referenced in the book are very large and complex and have structures that keep the two functions separate.

However, for the purpose of this book, I am intentionally combining the two into a function called marketing and communications. There are several reasons I am doing this. First, most libraries and similar organizations such as nonprofits and government departments already combine the two for a variety of reasons—usually limited staffing resources. Second, I think it is beneficial to pair these two functions together, because in the case of libraries, customers (i.e., the people libraries are marketing to) are also publics (i.e., the people libraries want to create mutually beneficial relationships with).

I will also shift from using the term publics to using the term audiences because that is more universally understood.

I think it is important to understand the distinctions between public relations and marketing as strategies, because they are different, and can require different tactics. But I’m also being realistic in acknowledging that most library marketing and communications departments are performing both public relations and marketing activities at the same time, and with the same audiences. This can be done very effectively, as we’ll see later in the book, because the two strategies can complement one another. But first let’s look at them separately.

**Public Relations**

It’s important that library management understands how public relations works. Let’s go back to that definition above. The emphasis is on mutually beneficial relationships between an organization and its audiences. Relationships are a two-way street, and they require listening as well as speaking. Figure 1.1 illustrates this—it provides a simple illustration of a sender-receiver communications model adapted from *Effective Public Relations*.

In order to communicate with your audiences, you need to know who they are and what matters to them. The only way to do that is to conduct research, which can be done in a variety of ways including the following:

- Surveys
- Focus groups
- Demographic research
- Community conversations
- Other feedback mechanisms (social media comments, webmaster emails, comment forms, etc.)
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Ultimately, you will use the data gathered from these research activities to answer the question “What’s in it for me?” for your audiences.

Library leadership has a role to play in maintaining these mutually beneficial relationships. It’s important for library leaders to be deeply familiar with who their audiences are, what they want, and how the library can continue to respond to their needs. All top members of leadership need to be externally focused, continually scanning the environment to ensure that the relationships with the library’s audiences are healthy and positive. Having a marketing and communications professional at the leadership table will help ensure that this happens effectively.

**Marketing**

*Marketing* is a term that gets thrown around in libraries a lot, usually as a synonym for promotion. But in order to see real results from marketing efforts, there needs to be an understanding that marketing is a strategic function. Marketing “identifies human needs and wants, offers products and services to satisfy those demands, and causes transactions that deliver products and services in exchange for something of value to the provider,” which means it starts with the customer.\(^6\) Their needs and wants. Not ours.

The type of marketing I generally see in libraries is: “We have decided to invest in this new product/service/program. Now let’s go market it to people.” That is a
one-way relationship. It starts with our needs and wants. “We want people to use the service, so let’s get them to use it!”

How do you know if the people you’re promoting this product, service, or program to even want it? You don’t. And that’s why many library marketing campaigns fail to yield meaningful results.

To determine the type of marketing that can be most effective in libraries, start with two questions:

1. Who is your target market—i.e., the people you want to use the library?
2. What are their needs and wants?

If you start by asking these questions, and then create or invest in services based on those needs and wants, you are tapping into something much more powerful: a demand that already exists. If you are truly meeting people’s needs and wants, you won’t have to work nearly as hard to get them to use your services. To visualize this, see figure 1.2.

So how do libraries do this? Again, you can start with research, by asking these questions. This is where public relations and marketing can complement one another, because just as you’re doing research to identify your audiences and answering “What’s in it for me?” for them, you’re doing research to identify their
wants and needs. So again, here are some options for identifying the wants and needs of your existing and potential customers:

- Surveys
- Focus groups
- Demographic research
- Community conversations
- Other feedback mechanisms (social media comments, webmaster emails, comment forms, etc.)

Use the data gathered from your research to inform the types of products, services, and programs you offer. This may mean that you need to stop offering some services that aren’t meeting a demand, while increasing investment in services that do.

I will give you an example. Several years ago, I was at a library social gathering. A fellow library employee was telling me how she had replaced her car’s taillight herself by following a tutorial on YouTube. Another coworker, who worked in collection management, expressed disappointment to me about this. “She should have used Chilton’s,” she said, referencing an online resource that we paid for to provide online auto manuals. “But why?” I said. “If her need was met by YouTube, we can’t force her to use the library resource just because we want her to.”

This is not to say that Chilton’s wasn’t a good resource. In fact, there was probably an audience whose wants and needs could be met by this resource. If we had done our research, we might have found people such as auto mechanics, hobbyists, or vintage car owners looking for obscure or hard-to-find manuals. But our mistake in this case was that we weren’t asking; we were telling. We were trying to tell our coworker that she should use a library resource that she didn’t need. Not only is that approach illogical, it’s ineffective.

Again, this is why marketing, along with public relations, should be a management function. Because only when marketing and communications can work with all areas of the organization, seeing with a bird’s-eye view, helping conduct research and develop strategic programs and services to connect with audiences and customers, can they truly be effective.

Similarly, we can make our marketing easier for customers to understand by using program titles and descriptions that are meaningful to them. When I first worked at Charlotte Mecklenburg Library, we used to call our infant storytimes cute names like “Fiddlesticks” or “Wiggles and Giggles.” While these names were
cute from our perspective, they had no meaning for our customers. They didn’t tell the customers (i.e., parents and caregivers) who the programs were for or what would happen in them. They also didn’t convey to funders and stakeholders the value of storytime as an early literacy activity. As a result, our target audience of parents and caregivers was confused about what Fiddlesticks was, and our stakeholders didn’t see us as providing critical literacy support. In the early 2010s, we went through an effort to rewrite all program descriptions and titles to articulate the value to all audiences. And while we had to say farewell to Wiggles and Giggles, we did grow our reputation as providers of early literacy services, as verified in annual surveys of our community.

I’ve experienced this in my own life. My kids sometimes attend a local non-profit summer camp that has creative names for all the age groups, like “Dawn Seekers,” “Pathfinders,” “Rising Stars,” etc. When I pick up my kids, I never remember which group they are in, and have to give their age instead. After years of participating in this program, I still don’t know the difference between a Rising Star and a Pathfinder, and I probably never will. If they did their research, if they asked me what I thought, I would ask them to rename their groups something meaningful that I could actually remember. The same is true for libraries!

**Promotion**

Libraries often use the term *promotion* as a synonym for public relations or marketing. Here are some examples of statements I’ve heard about promotion in libraries:

- “We need to promote this program.”
- “We have a new database—we need to promote it!”
- “A new branch is opening—we need a promotion plan.”

But promotion, as illustrated in the definitions at the beginning of this chapter, is not synonymous with public relations and marketing.

Think of it in a different way by imagining this scenario: You are sitting on a bench in front of a library. Would you rather have someone stand in front of you, talking to you through a megaphone about all the great things they can do for you without once asking what you need? Or would you rather have them sit next to you, ask you about your needs, listen to your response, and then suggest ways they can help?
Promotion is that megaphone approach. Going back to the definitions above, it’s “activities designed to win publicity or attention.” In other words, deliver your message to as many people as you can, as broadly as you can, and hope for the best.

I don’t mean to imply that promotion is a bad thing. Promotion can be a very useful activity to support your larger marketing and public relations efforts. But promotion by itself is not strategic. It does not put your audiences (public relations) or your customers (marketing) at the center of the equation. It doesn’t show that you have taken the time to learn about them, what they are interested in, or what motivates them. That’s why I encourage libraries to shift from putting all of their efforts into promotion to taking a more strategic approach with engagement.

**Engagement**

Engagement puts aside the megaphone. It’s the “sit down and ask questions” approach. It becomes a two-way conversation, like that communication model I shared earlier in the chapter. As I emphasized in the sections about public relations and marketing, it requires research and feedback gathering. It requires knowing something about your customer. But it yields much better results than promotion.

I’ll give you an example. When I worked at Charlotte Mecklenburg Library, we used an email customer segmentation tool by Orangeboy, Inc. called Savannah. We found that when we targeted our messaging to customers based on the services they already used, they were much more likely to open the email and click on the link. Here are specific examples of targeted messages and audiences:

- We sent emails about programs and services available at a specific branch to people who used or lived near that branch.
- We sent emails about children’s programs and collections to people who had checked out children’s books.
- We sent emails about teen programs to people ages twelve to eighteen.

We also sent broad emails to our entire database of active customers, but the open and click rates were always higher with the targeted emails.

Similarly, when we advertised on Facebook, we always had better results when we targeted the message based on the audience’s age, geographic location, or
interest. So, for example, we boosted a Facebook post about a Free Comic Book Day program to people interested in comic books, superheroes, and anime who were living in or around that branch. The number of clicks and comments on that post was much higher than a more generic post boosted to a general audience of the same size.

In the case of Facebook and Savannah, the research is built into the tool. You just need to be strategic in how you use that information.

Even if you don’t yet have access to paid tools, engagement begins as a mindset. I recently spoke to a respected library leader who prefers to be identified as a “Library Champion, Community Innovator, and Placemaker.” I asked her, “As a trained librarian, what do you think libraries do really well, and not so well, when it comes to customer engagement?”

She replied, “For our field, customer service and community outreach has historically been a passive exercise.” In other words, not actively engaging with customers to learn what they are interested in or what their needs are. She added, “It is imperative that librarians consider public engagement and excellent customer service as a critical feature of everyone’s job and everyone’s responsibility if we are to remain vital and relevant into the future.”

The responsibility for shifting from promotion to engagement lies with not just your marketing and communications department, but all of your library employees. And that starts with taking a more strategic approach.
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